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1.1

INT - MORNING - HOUSE HALLWAY, BY FRONT DOOR DRILL
BOY stands aghast holding a
bill that reads ’COUNCIL TAX
- FINAL REMINDER £40,000!!
Yes THAT MUCH!!!!’ in scary
red letters. (Some suggestions
for HALLWAY decor. There are
various swords on the wall.
A picture of John Leslie on
the wall, next to an identical
picture of John Leslie, with a
policeman’s helmet crudely
drawn in marker pen and
’MAGIC MAN!’ written under
it. Otherwise, go mental...)
There is a rickety staircase
with a burnt door set in its
side, marked ’GET TAE FUCK!’

DRILL BOY
Heavens to Betsy! GRILL!!

1.2

GRILL emerges from the door
under the stairs. Tendrils of
stench finger their way round
the door frame - like an evil
Bisto commercial. DRILL BOY
visibly gags on the stink

GRILL
Can you no’ see I’m busy here?

1.3

Close up of the GRILL,
looking shifty and sheepishly
retreating back behind the
door

GRILL
Yes ... with the know-it-all
box... where all the porn
lives... like you said to...

1.4

DRILL BOY, rather
uncharacteristically, grabs
the door as GRILL is about to
close it, shoving the bill in
his face.

DRILL BOY
So why do they think we owe them
£40,000?!

DRILL BOY
Have you been paying the council
tax like I asked you to?

DRILL BOY
And what IS that STENCH?!!!
GRILL
Shite it...

1.5

INT - BASEMENT STAIRCASE DRILL
BOY and GRILL descend the
stairs to the basement.

follow me.

GRILL
It’s a known fact that only
paedophiles actually have to pay
bills with money. So I’ve been
er... investing a wee business
idea instead...
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INT - BASEMENT - TORCHLIT
DRILL BOY and GRILL are in the
cellar, clearly excavated from
an old graveyard. Skeletons
and old gravestones stick out
from the walls. In the centre
of the room are two notable
objects. Firstly the primary
source of the stink - a
gigantic vat marked ’OFFAL
- PROPERTY OF MICHAEL WINNER’,
overflowing with very rotten
raw offal. Next to it is an
enormous of still, currently
bubbling away, distilling the
evil liquor into bottles.

GRILL
CHEEKY BOY VODKA! Combines
everyone’s two favourite things
- hard drinking and eating
something’s guts!

MEDIUM SHOT of GRILL holding
up a bottle of the foul stuff,
grinning. Bathed in the
mephistic glow of the still
and the noxious liquid within
the bottle.

GRILL:
So we pay the council with this!
There’s NO WAY this can fail!!!

DRILL BOY
And you spent £40,000 on
this...?
GRILL
Aye! Well, I spazzed a fair bit
of it on mucky phone lines...

***EASTER EGGY!!*** Can we
make the label of the bottle
a clicky enlargy thing? To
include the following elements
-CHEEKY BOY VODKA Not fer
cry-babies / mimsy types
Ingredients : Turps, rice,
guts, the tears of a bereaved
heron, pepper, soil, a bit of
sick, further turps100% Manly!
HOT FUSS!!
1.8

CLOSE UP - TV It’s the local
news! The newsreader looks
much like these cunts tend
to, late 40’s, well presented,
but not quite bright enough
to make it to ITN. Instead
he’s trapped in the regions,
lungs filled with the stench
of incest and recently sniffed
glue. His name is PETER
CHADHANDLE, we know this cos
it says so on the screen,
and from his telly-prison he
announces the following, not
so surprising news

Caption: The following day...
PETER CHADHANDLE
Police are currently
investigating the mysterious
death by poisoning of every
single employee and member of
Twknmnshire County Council...
DRILL BOY (VO)
Criminy...
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INT - LIVING ROOM SOFA - (As
Ep 1) DRILL BOY and GRILL are
bathing in the sickly glow of
the television,surrounded by
crates of Cheeky Boy Vodka,
addressed to ’COUNCIL TAX
SHITAPES, THE COUNCIL’ . GRILL
is enjoying a large measure
of this evil, evil stuff,
and we get the feeling he’s
enjoyed quite a few more prior
to this.

Dialog
DRILL BOY
... Will they still want paying?
GRILL
Doubt it... I haven’t been
paying the TV licence either,
so... you know... just bear that
in mind...
PETER CHADHANDLE (VO)
... Forensics experts have found
traces tainted hawk semen in a
packet of Jaffa Cakes discarded
in a nearby hedge...
THE END!!!

